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A FUNCTION IN THE DIRICHLET SPACE
SUCH THAT ITS FOURIER SERIES DIVERGES

ALMOST EVERYWHERE

GERALDO SOARES DE SOUZA AND G. SAMPSON

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. An analytic function F on the disc belongs to B if \\F\\b =

Jo Jo* \F'(rew)\d6dr < oo . Notice that B g //' C 1} , where Hl is the
Hardy space of all analytic functions F so that

\\F\\Hi= sup   [*\F{re'e)\de<x,

L l is the Lebesgue space of integrable functions on [0, 2n], and the inclu-

sion Hx C Ll is taken in the sense of boundary values, that is, F e Hl =>

lim,.,!- %.F{rew) e L> .
Kolmogorov in 1923 showed that there exists an / in L1 so that its Fourier

series diverges almost everywhere. In 1953 Sunouchi showed that there exists

an / in //' with an almost everywhere divergent Fourier series. The purpose

of this note is to announce.

Theorem 1. There exists an f € B , whose Fourier series diverges a.e.

This problem was mentioned to the first author by Professor Guido Weiss.

An analytic function F on the disc belongs to the Dirichlet space B if

\\F\\B = j£j*\F'(reie)\dddr < oo. Notice that B § Hx C lx , where //'

is the Hardy space of all analytic functions F on the disc so that ||F||#i =

sup0<r<i j02n \F(reie)\ d8 < oo , L1 is the Lebesgue space of all integrable func-

tions on [0, 2n], and the inclusion //' c L1 is taken in the sense of boundary

values, that is, F e //' implies limr^i 9tF(re'e) e Lx .

Kolmogorov in 1923 [4] showed that there exists an / in L1 such that

its Fourier series diverges almost everywhere. Also it was shown by Sunouchi
[5], who modified the example given in [3], that there is a function in //'
with a divergent Fourier series. Therefore a natural question to ask is: Do the
functions in B have convergent Fourier series? This question was asked by
Professor Guido Weiss to the first author.

In this paper we answer this question negatively. We will prove that a sub-

class of functions in [3], which Sunouchi [5] proved to belong to //' and have

divergent Fourier series, indeed belongs to B.
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The example in [3] is defined as follows: Let a, = 4nj/(2nk + 1), 0 < j <
nk , and let mo, mx, ... , m„k be the integers such that 2m j + 1 is an integer

multiple of 2nk + 1, mo > n* , and mj+x > 2mj . Now define

Kit) = — YK™M-aj)
"k   j=0

(where Kmj is the Fejer kernel), which is a polynomial of order mKk-i. Then

write <pns in the exponential form; that is,

m"k

<t>nk(t)= y fyl1t-

Finally define the function
oo oo

(1) F(t) = Y<*keiykt<t>nk(t),    where Yak < °° and ak > 0.
fc=0 fc=0

Hardy and Rogosinki in [3] showed that if

(2) yk + m„k <yk+i- m„hl    for all k

then F e Lx and has a divergent Fourier series.
Sunouchi in [5] showed that if

(3) yk - m„k > 0   for all k

in addition to the hypothesis of Hardy-Rogosinki, then F belongs to Hx.
In this note we show that if for all k

(4) yk > m2„k

along with the hypothesis of Sunouchi, then F belongs to B. We may relax
the hypothesis by

(4') yk > 2m„k   for all k.

We will prove this as a consequence of some lemmas, but first we need some
definitions.

Recall that the Fejer kernel is K„-i(t) = %[f^'/n]2 where n is an integer

and n > 1. Let y and n be integers. Then we define the complex-valued
function Gy>n on the unit disc D = {z e C; \z\ < 1}:

Lv=o j=\

Notice that Gy,„(z) is analytic everywhere if y > n - I, limr_i Gy<„(re'1) =

e'y'Kn-i(t), and this limit is uniform for t e [0, 2n].

Lemma 1. The above-defined analytic junction Gy,„ belongs to Hx. Moreover,

\\Gy,n\\w =n for y> n-l.

Proof.

\\G7,H\\m = lim / " \G7,n(rew)\dd = f " \e^KH.,(e)\de = n.
r~* i Jo Jo
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Lemma 2. If y > n2 then f(t) = eiy'Kn_i(t) is in B. Moreover, \\f\\B < C,
where C is independent of y and n .

Proof. Notice that the derivative of Gy, „ is given by

G'7Jz) = yz?-"Gn-i,n(z) + H(z),

where

[j=l ;=1

Therefore,

\\Gy,n\\B= f 1^[\G'y,n(reie)\dddr
Jo Jo

<[   fMyry-n\Gn-i,n(rei6)\d8dr + f   f    \H(rew)\d8dr
Jo Jo Jo Jo

= 1 + 11.

Estimate for I. Here we use Lemma 1 with y = n-l:

l = ? [{[* ry-"\Gn-i,n(rew)\dd\dr

<7\\GH-i,nU>' f ry-"dr=      nJ      <2n
Jo y - n + i

for y>n2>2n.
Estimate for II.

/•l     rln i      r\    fin »—1

11= /    /    \H(reie)\d8dr<-       I    r^Ynjdddr
Jo Jo n Jo Jo ~[

-   v-> • /"'  v-« j       nn(n - 1)
= 27i >   j      ry"dr = —i-{-.

j*J h y-n+l

By (5) we have II < n. Therefore, ||G7i„||b < 37t.
Now we have to show that the function F defined in (1) belongs to B; in

fact, we have the following

Theorem. The function F defined in (1) and satisfying (2), (3), and (4) belongs

to B.

Proof. We want to show that F(t) = 2ZT=oakeiyk'<Pnk(t) is in B. This follows

by showing that eiy"'<f)nk(t) is in B and ||^'J'*(*)^nt(.)||B < C, with C indepen-
dent of nk and yk . In fact, using Lemma 2 and the fact that \\g(t - a)\\s =
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\\g(t)\\B, ||cg(0||* = k|||g(r)b,wehave

We'K'KWWB <^Y \\eir"Kmj(t-aj)\\B
k j=o

4E We^-^K^t-a^-e^'h = -j- £ \\eiMt~^Kmj(t-aj)\\B
Kk  j=0 Hk  ,«0

*  7=0 *  y'=0 *

Now,
oc oo

IIFb < 5>*||e''»%(0IU < 37r^afc < oo.
k=0 k=0

Therefore, F e B .

Remark. With more technical arguments, we can replace condition (4) by (4')
in the theorem.

It is well known that the spaces H^ over [0, 2n] defined in [6] contain B

for any nontrivial H^. Then B c H^; we conjecture that B C //^. it was
shown by Y. Meyer [8] that the space B is in some sense a minimal space.

Corollary. There is an f e H^, H^,^ {0}, whose Fourier series diverges almost

everywhere.
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